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 2 Select Edit > New Sequence to create a new sequence. Choose a video format to save your clip. The Project . projects store video files in a file format that is native to Premiere Pro. Other applications may store video files in other file formats, such as AVI, MOV, MP4, or MPEG formats. See the file-format discussion in the Shooting and exporting videos section on page . 5. 4 Set the editing
options. You can use these editing options when creating a new sequence. The Advanced Edit options apply to all sequences in the project. The following options are available for editing video in Premiere Pro: Video Editing and Color Corrections. Adding a caption to your video Edit the video, sound, and other effects on your clip. You can use the effects, transitions, and adjustments that you have

added to other clips in your sequence. You can also add your own effects, transitions, and adjustments to the clip. Set the Clip Size. Choose whether the clip should be full size, half size, or letter size. 6. 5 Play your clip. Open the Project . projects and play your video. 6 Start editing. In the Timeline, double-click the clip to open the Project . projects window and start working with your sequence. 7. 6
Drag your video to your timeline. Drag your clip from the Project . projects window to the desired place in the Timeline . 6, 7 drag a clip to a position in the Timeline . 7, or select to place it in the Timeline . 8 using the Sequence . 8. 6. 6 Drag your video to the Timeline . 8, 9, double-click the clip to open the Project . projects window and start working with your sequence. 9. 8 and 10 Premiere Pro
provides many different ways to connect video clips. Your video editor can connect multiple video clips by using the following methods: Connecting one video clip to another. Edit the video. Set the video clip as an Overlay. Select the video clip. Connect multiple video clips. Connect video clips to a Still Image. Select the video clip. Connect video clips to a video clip. Select the video clip. 10. 11. 6

and 12. 12. If you create a sequence of video clips, you can record audio for the clips by setting the audio track of your clips. 11. 13. If you have audio-enabled video clips, you can record audio for 82157476af
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